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the dark dumpster, tormented by ceaseless torrents of what-ifs, convinced that the spirit of Vanadium was going to slam the lid and lock him in with a revivified corpse,
Junior had for a while been reduced to the condition of a helpless child. Paralyzed by fear, withdrawn to the corner of the dumpster farthest from the putrefying pianist,
squatting in trash, he had shaken with such violence that his castanet teeth had chattered in a frenzied flamenco rhythm to which his bones seemed to knock, knock, like
boot heels on a dance floor. He had heard himself whimpering but couldn't stop, had felt tears of shame burning down his cheeks but couldn't halt the flow, had felt his
bladder ready to burst from the needle prick of terror but bad with heroic effort managed to refrain from wetting his pants.."You haven't had previous episodes like this?"
Parkhurst asked, standing at the bedside with a file folder in his hands, half-lens reading glasses pulled down to the tip of his nose..He told her that he loved her, and she
slipped away upon his words. As she went, the haggard look of the terminal leukemic patient passed from her, and before the gray mask of death replaced it, he saw the
beauty he had preserved in memory when he was three, before they took his eyes, saw it so briefly, as if something transforming welled out of her, a perfect light, her
essence..Far from idiotic, Junior's cause was his survival and salvation, and he committed himself to it with every fiber of his body, with all of his mind and
heart..Fortunately, at least the desk was cigarette-scarred, because it came with the office. It had been the property of a skip-tracer named Otto Zelm, who'd made a good
living at the kind of work Nolly avoided out of boredom: tracking down deadbeats and repossessing their vehicles. On a stakeout, Zelm fell asleep in his car, while smoking,
thereby triggering the payoff of both life- and casualty-insurance policies, and freeing the lease on this furnished space..FOR AMERICANS OF Chinese descent-and San
Francisco has a large Chinese population-1965 was the Year of the Snake. For Junior Cain, it was the Year of the Gun, though it didn't start out that way..He wanted, all
right, but -intuition warned him that he ought to continue to be discreet for a while longer..find the detective's unlikely theory and persistent questioning to be tedious. "I
seriously doubt that a dose of ipecac would produce such a violent response as in this case-not pharyngeal hemorrhage, for God's.Tucking the covers around Angel,
Celestina said, "Would you like Uncle Wally to be your daddy?" "That would be the best." "I think so, too." "I never had a daddy, you know." "Getting Wally was worth the
wait, huh?" "Will we move in with Uncle Wally?" "That's the way it usually works." "Will Mrs. Ornwall leave?" "All that stuff will need to be worked out." "If she leaves, you'll
have to make the cheese.".... That discord sets up lots of other vibrations, some of which will return to you in ways you might expect ....For a while he thought the fear would
end only when he perished from it, but eventually it faded, and in its place poured forth self-pity from a bottomless well. Self-pity, of course, is the ideal fuel for anger; which
was why, pursuing the Buick through fog, climbing now toward Pacific Heights, Junior was in a murderous rage. By the time he reached Cain's bedroom, Tom Vanadium
recognized that the austere decor of the apartment had probably been inspired by the minimalism that the wife killer had noted in the detective's own house in Spruce Hills.
This was an uncanny discovery, troubling for reasons that Vanadium couldn't entirely define, but he remained convinced that his perception was correct..For a finder's fee,
Junior was put in touch with a papermaker named Google. This was not his real name, but with his crossed eyes, large rubbery lips, and massively prominent Adam's
apple, he was as perfect a Google as ever there had been..Somewhere, he does. Daddy died here, but be didn't die every place I am. it's lonely for me here, but not lonely
for me everywhere.."Each life," Barty Lampion said, "is like our oak tree in the backyard but lots bigger. One trunk to start with, and then all the branches, millions of
branches, and every branch is the same life going in a new direction.".For the past two days, Junior had eaten only binding foods, and late this afternoon, he had taken a
preventive dose of paregoric, as well..He said this as though confident Agnes would understand what he meant, with a smile and with a glint in his eyes that almost became
a wink, as if they were members of a secret society in which these three repeated words were code, embodying a complex meaning other than what was apparent to the
uninitiated..So they had cooked up this project, math and mayhem, geometry of limbs and branches, arboreal science and childish stunt, a test of strategy and strength and
skill-and of the scary limits of nine-year-old bravado..Junior attended a New Year's Eve party with a nuclear-holocaust theme. Festivities were held in a mansion usually
hung with cutting-edge art, but all the paintings had been replaced with poster-size blowups of photos of ruined Nagasaki and Hiroshima..Softened by a Shantung shade,
the lamplight was golden on his small smooth face, but sapphire and emerald in his eyes.."My God," Junior said, pretending that his befuddlement had faded and that his
mind had just now clarified, "you think Naomi was murdered, don't you?".With effort, she managed to say, "I'm sorry, sweetie," but her voice was sufficiently distorted by
anguish that even to herself, she sounded like a stranger..Initially, the Pacific could not be seen beyond an opaque lens of fog, Yet later, when the mist retreated, the sea
itself became a portent of sightlessness: Spread flat and colorless in the morning light, the glassy water reminded her of the depthless eyes of the blind, of that terrible sad
vacancy where vision is denied..As terrible as the situation was for Barty, Agnes knew that it was equally difficult for Paul. She could only hold him in the night, and let
herself be held. And more than once, she told him, "If worse comes to worst, don't you go walking again.".The sound made by the dropping corpse indicated that cushioning
trash lined the bottom of the bin, and also that it was no more than half full. This improved chances that Neddy wouldn't be discovered until a dump truck tumbled him into a
landfill-and even then perhaps no eyes would alight upon him again except those of hungry rats..This was not a ghost. This was not a walking dead man. This was
something else, but until he knew what it was, who it was, the only person he could possibly look for was Vanadium..Or perhaps the sorrow was less sadness than
yearning. He had to move on, but he was loath to begin this strange journey without her..Perplexed by their peculiar behavior, even slightly unnerved, Tom answered
Maria's question. "I'm afraid there's nothing else I can do, nothing more of a fantastic nature.".ROCKING AS IF AFLOAT on troubled waters, abused by an unearthly and
tormented sound, Junior Cain imagined a gondola on a black river, a carved dragon rising high at the bow as he had seen on a.Finished, Joshua excused himself and went
down the hall to his office. He was gone perhaps five minutes, and when he returned, he sent Barty off to the waiting room, where the receptionist kept a jar of lemon- and
orange-flavored hard candies. "A few of them have your name on 'em, Bartholomew.".After a day of work, the pencil portrait of Nella Lombardi was finished. The second
piece in the series-an extrapolation of her appearance at age sixty-was begun.."They've gone to bed. They're tired," Wally told her as he put the car in gear and released
the hand brake. "Aren't you?".This morning, Damascus had left the house early, before Vanadium came downstairs, which was perfect for Junior's purposes. While the
maniac cop was finishing his shave and shower, Junior crept upstairs to check his room. He discovered the revolver in the second of the three places that he expected it to
be, did his work, and returned the weapon to the nightstand drawer in precisely the position that he had found it. Narrowly avoiding an encounter with Vanadium in the hall,
he retreated to the ground floor. After some fussing over the most effective placement, he left the quarter and the luggage-just as Vanadium, the human stump, clumped
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down the stairs. Junior experienced an unexpected delay when the detective spent half an hour making phone calls from the study, but then Vanadium went into the
kitchen, allowing him to slip out of the house and complete his work..By invoking the word emergency, Celestina was able quickly to reach her own physician in San
Francisco. He agreed to treat Phimie and to have her admitted to St. Mary's upon her arrival from Oregon..Throughout this procedure, Barty appeared solemn and
thoughtful. When he had squeezed the tenth toe, he stared at it, brow furrowed..Leavening his tortured voice as best he could with shock and hurt, as though deeply
wounded by the need to speak these words, Junior Cain said, "You ... you think I killed her, don't you? That's crazy.".He swallowed one capsule and washed it down with
water. He returned the pharmacy bottle to the nightstand..Grace knew it, too, because she went limp with misery in his arms, ceased struggling against him..While the horse
and then the sheep grazed twelve months each, an H-bomb accidentally fell from a B-52 and was lost in the ocean, off Spain, for two months before being located. Mao
Tse-tung launched his Cultural Revolution, killing thirty million people to improve Chinese society. James Meredith, civil rights activist, was wounded by gunfire during a
march in Mississippi. In Chicago, Richard Speck murdered eight nurses in a row-house dormitory, and a month later, Charles Whitman limbed a tower at the University of
Texas, from which he shot and killed twelve people. Arthritis forced Sandy Koufax, star pitcher for the Dodgers, to retire. Astronauts Grissom, White, and Chaffee died
earthbound, in a flash fire that swept their Apollo spacecraft during a full-scale launch simulation. Among the noted who traded fame for eternity were Walt Disney, Spencer
Tracy, saxophonist John Coltrane, writer Carson McCullers, Vivien Leigh, and Jayne Mansfield. Junior bought McCullers's The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, and though he
didn't doubt that she was a fine writer, her work proved to be too weird for his taste. During these years, the world was rattled by earthquakes, swept by hurricanes and
typhoons, plagued by floods and droughts and politicians, ravaged by disease. And in Vietnam, hostilities were still underway..Gore made him sick. He refused to attend
movies that dwelt on the consequences of violence, and he had even less of a stomach for blood in real life..He raised the lower sash of the tall double-hung window and
slipped quietly into the dark kitchen. Because the window served also as an emergency exit, it wasn't set above a counter, and ingress was easy..Earlier, he had placed an
open fifth of vodka on the table, in front of Victoria. The nurse, no longer in the chair, sprawled on the floor as if she had emptied another bottle before this one..Yet the coin
was as real as dead Naomi broken on the stony ridge at the foot of the fire tower..The water shut off, and Junior heard the ratcheting noise of a paper-towel dispenser..face
with one hand, as if pulling off cobwebs. "Did you say you were in my house?".Agnes got out of bed, switched on the lamp, and tucked Barty in once more. "Say your silent
prayers.".The wife killer was evil; and his evil would be expressed one way or another, regardless of the forces that affected his actions. If he'd not killed Naomi on the fire
tower, he would have killed her elsewhere, when another opportunity for enrichment presented itself. If Victoria hadn't become a victim, some other woman would have died
instead. If Cain hadn't become obsessed with the strange conviction that someone named Bartholomew might be the death of him, he would have filled his hollow heart with
an equally strange obsession that might have led him, anyway, to Celestina, but that would surely have brought violence down on someone else if not on her..The boy fell
and rolled even as he pitched the can, anticipating the shots that Cain fired, which cracked into the doorframe inches from Tom's knees..Because the glass wings of the
open window didn't lie flat against the exterior wall, they blocked his view. He had to thrust himself farther through the opening, until he seesawed on the sill, before he could
see the length of the entire block, in which the gallery stood at approximately the middle..Junior suspected that no one other than this man's mother called him Tom. He was
probably "Detective" to some and "Vanadium" to most who knew him..The blonde was coming on to him, just as a score of other women had done since his arrival, so
Junior tried to balance seduction with information gathering. Putting his hand over the hand with which she was gently massaging his thigh, he said, "I knew her brother in
Nam. Then I got wounded, shipped out, lost touch. Like to find him."
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